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The most precise determinations ofVus comes from semileptonic kaon decays. The KLOE exper-

iment at DAΦNE the Frascatiφ factory, has measured all the experimental inputs toVus for both

neutral and charged kaons. Preliminary results forBR(K± → π0e±ν) andBR(K± → π0µ±ν),
and forτ± are presented, together with measurements of theKLe3 andKLµ3 decay BR, theKSe3

decay BR and theKL lifetime τL. From our results for the 5 branching ratios andτL we find

Vus=0.2258±0.0022. We have also measured the fully inclusiveK+
µ2(γ) absolute branching ratio

for which we obtain BR(K+ → µν(γ))=0.6366±0.0017. Combining this value with recent lattice

results forfK/ fπ givesVus=0.2223±0.0026.
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The most precise verification of the unitarity of the CKM mixing matrix is obtained today from
theVus andVud values, neglecting|Vub|2∼0.00002. With the KLOE detector we can measure all
experimental inputs toVus: branching ratios, lifetimes, and form factors.

1. DAΦNE and KLOE

In the DAΦNE e+e− collider, beams collide at a center-of-mass energyW ∼ M(φ). Since
2001, KLOE has collected an integrated luminosity of∼2 fb−1. Results presented below are based
on 2001-02 data for∼450pb−1.

The KLOE detector consists of a large cylindrical drift chamber surrounded by a lead/scintil-
lating-fiber electromagnetic calorimeter. A superconducting coil around the calorimeter provides
a 0.52 T field. The drift chamber, Ref. [1], is 4 m in diameter and 3.3 m long. The momentum
resolution isσ(pT)/pT ∼ 0.4%. Two track vertices are reconstructed with a spatial resolution of
∼ 3 mm. The calorimeter, Ref. [2], composed of a barrel and two endcaps, covers 98% of the solid
angle. Energy and time resolution areσ(E)/E = 5.7%/

√
E(GeV) andσ(t) = 54 ps/

√
E(GeV)⊕

50 ps. The KLOE trigger, Ref. [3], uses calorimeter and drift chamber information. For the present
analysis only the calorimeter signals are used. Two energy deposits above threshold,E > 50 MeV
for the barrel andE > 150MeV for the endcaps, are required.

2. Kaon tagging

Theφ meson decays mainly into kaons: 49% toK+K− and 34% toKL-KS pairs. We can thus
tag KL, KS, K+, andK− beams by detecting respectivelyKS, KL, K−, andK+ decays. Tagging
allows measurements of absolute branching ratios. AKS beam is tagged using events with aKL

interaction in the calorimeter. KLOE results onKS decays are given in these proceedings [4].
KL-mesons are tagged detectingKS→ π+π− decays. Charged kaons are tagged using two-body
decays,K±→ µ±ν andK±→ π±π0. Perfect tagging requires that the detection efficiency of the
tagging mode be independent of the decay mode of the tagged kaon. In reality, some dependency
of the tagging efficiency on the decay mode of the signal kaon exists. This dependence must be
carefully measured using Monte Carlo (MC) and data control samples for each BR measurement.

3. SemileptonicK± decays

The measurement of the branching ratios for theK± semileptonic decays is performed using
four samples defined by different decay modes for the tagging kaon:K+

µ2, K+
π2, K−

µ2, andK−
π2.

This redundancy allows the systematic effects due to the tag selection to be kept under control.
Kaons are identified as a tracks with momentum70< p< 130MeV, originating from the collision
point. The kaon decay vertex must be within a fiducial volume (FV) defined as a cylinder of
radius40< r < 150cm, centered at the collision point, coaxial with the beams. The decay track,
extrapolated to the calorimeter, must overlap an appropriate energy deposit.Kµ2 andKπ2 decays
are selected by applying a 3σ cuts around the kaon rest-frame momentum distribution calculated
in the relevant mass hypothesis. For theK±

π2 tag, identification of theπ0 from the vertex is also
required. Finally, to reduce the dependency of the tag selection efficiency on the decay mode of the
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signal kaon, the tagging decay is required to satisfy the calorimeter trigger. In the analyzed data
set about 60 million tag decays were identified and divided into the four tag samples. To select a
semileptonic decay on the signal side, a one-prong kaon decay vertex must be present in the FV.
The daughter track has to reach the calorimeter and to overlap an energy deposit. Two-body decays
are rejected by requiring that the decay momentum in the kaon frame, computed assuming the pion
mass, is < 195 MeV. The lepton mass is obtained from the velocity of the lepton computed from the
time of flight. The number ofKe3 andKµ3 decays is then obtained by fitting them2

lept distribution
to a sum of MC distributions for the signals and various background sources, each multiplied by
a free scale factor. An example of the lepton mass distribution is shown in fig.1, left. The BR
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Figure 1: Left. Lepton mass distribution. Right.∆µπ distribution.

is evaluated separately for each tag sample, dividing by the number of tag counts and correcting
for acceptances. The latter are obtained from MC simulations. Corrections are applied to account
for data-MC differences in tracking and cluster. About 190 000K±

e3 and 100 000K±
µ3 decays are

selected. The resulting BR’s are:

BR(K±
e3) = (5.047±0.046Stat+Tag±0.080Syst)%

BR(K±
µ3) = (3.310±0.040Stat+Tag±0.070Syst)%.

These values are averages over the four different tag samples for each channel, and have been
calculated with correlations carefully taken into account. The error is dominated by the error on
data/MC efficiency corrections and the systematic error from the signal selection efficiency is still
preliminary.

4. K± lifetime

TheK± lifetime is an experimental input to the determination ofVus. The present fractional
uncertainty is about 0.2%, corresponding to an uncertainty of 0.1% forVus. However, see Ref. [7],
there are large discrepancies between results of different experiments. The value ofτ± also affects
the geometrical acceptance in BR measurements. KLOE is nearing completion of a new, high-
statisticsτ± measurement using two different methods: one based on the measurement of the decay
length and the other on the decay time of the kaons. Both methods have fractional errors at the few
per mil level; comparison between the methods allows part of the systematic error to be assessed.
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5. SemileptonicKL decays and theKL lifetime

KLOE has also measured the dominantKL branching ratios using theKL beam tagged by
KS→ π+π− decays [6]. About 13×106 taggedKL decays are used for the measurement, and
∼4×106 to evaluate efficiencies. ForKe3, Kµ3, andπ+π−π0 decays we compute smallest of the
two values of∆ = Emiss− pmiss assuming each charged particle to be pion and muon (muon and
pion). The distribution in this variable shows three well separated peaks corresponding to the three
modes mentioned, see Fig.1, right. Fitting the distribution with MC obtained shapes for each
mode, gives the number of events in each channel. To selectKL→3π0 events, at least three photons
are required from theKL decay vertex. The reconstruction efficiency and purity of the selected
sample are both about 99%.

The resulting BR’s are: BR(KL → πeν(γ)) = 0.4007± 0.0006± 0.0014Tag+Trk, BR(KL →
πµν(γ))= 0.2698±0.0006±0.0014Tag+Trk, BR(KL→3π0)= 0.1997±0.0005±0.0019Tag+γcount

and, BR(KL → π+π−π0(γ)) = 0.1263± 0.0005± 0.0011Tag+Trk, after imposing the constraint

∑BR(KL) = 1. This corresponds to also measuring the lifetime by counting the number of de-
cays in a time interval for a beam of known intensity.

The KL lifetime has been also measured directly [8], employing 107 KL → 3π0 events. The
result isτL = (50.92±0.17±0.25) ns, which together with that from theKL BR measurements
gives the KLOE average:τL = (50.84±0.23) ns

6. Determination ofVus

The BR’s of the semileptonicKL decays, together with the resultBR(KS→ πeν(γ)) = (7.09±
0.09)×10−4 and the preliminary results on the semileptonicK± decays, allow five independent
determinations of the observable|Vusf+(0)|, as shown in Fig.2, in which the new KLOE value
of τL has been used to covertKL BR’s to partial widths. Averaging the five KLOE values gives
|Vusf+(0)| = 0.2170± 0.0005, withχ2/DoF = 1.7/4. The fractional uncertainty is about 0.25%.

0.214

0.216

0.218

V fus´ +(0)

KLe3 K K K KL Se em m3 3 3 3
± ±

á ñ =0.2170±0.0005
KLOE

0.227

0.225

0.223

Vus(.961)

t( )=50.84KL ±0.23

Figure 2: |Vusf+(0)| measurements. ForKL BR the KLOEτL has been used.

A precise estimate off+(0), 0.961± 0.008, was first given in 1984 [9]. Recent lattice calcu-
lations [10] give f+(0) =0.960± 0.009, in agreement with Ref. [9]. Using the value from [9] and
the average of our results for|Vusf+(0)| we findVus = 0.2258± 0.0022.

7. Vus from BR(K+ → µ+ν(γ))

KLOE has also measured the fully inclusive, absoluteK+
µ2 branching ratio. From about 9×105
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K+
µ2 decays obtained from a sample of about 250pb−1 KLOE obtainsBR(K+→ µ+ν(γ))=0.6366±0.0009Stat

±0.0015Syst [11], for an overall fractional error of 0.27%. Using recent lattice results on the decay
constants of pseudoscalar mesons [5], we findVus= 0.2223±0.0026. The fractional error of about
1% is dominated by the uncertainty in thefK/ fπ computation.
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